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PART 1: Definition

As the rise of BitCoin and the digital realm continues to expand, NFTʼs -- or Non-Fungible Tokens --
have become the latest and greatest artistic currency in the age of the Internet. Due to its relatively
new development, many individuals o�en find themselves confused, asking:

What are NFTʼs?

Why are they so popular?

And how do they benefit me?

This desire for knowledge can be satisfied at 123NFT: A simplified guide for creators and collectors!
Offering a platform for aspiring creatives and interested knowledge-seekers, 123NFT is an open
source, module-based educational guide that teaches the basics of NFT development and application
from start to finish. The goal is simple: build confidence in creation, provide tools for understanding,
and bridge the gap to learning for aspiring creatives and collectors in the NFT marketplace.

To achieve this, 123NFT acts as a dedicated website for beginners to delve into the process of creating,
distributing, and investing in digital creations, all at no extra cost. By providing digestible content and
hands-on practice in a multimedia format, people can begin to explore the world of NFTs at their own
pace, using the website as a one-stop shop for their educational journey. Individuals can then test
their skills by cra�ing their own NFTs, quizzing themselves on important terms to know, and learning
about good sales practices before becoming a certified NFT Novice, making it as easy as 1, 2, 3…NFT!
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PART 2: The Problem

While NFTs have been on the rise since their initial creation in 2012, skepticism surrounding the
long-term viability of crypto-currency and the tech-heavy jargon used to describe these interactions
have created a social barrier for the average consumer or average producer. Combined with the sheer
volume of information available on the topic, many individuals find themselves overwhelmed,
knowing that resources are available but lacking the know-how on where to begin, let alone how to
navigate the world of NFTs once they enter.  As such, having a dedicated website that educates
individuals on the basics of NFTs -- ranging from definitions, to market comparisons, to step-by-step
walkthroughs of creating, buying, selling, and trading NFTs --  could prove beneficial in bridging this
gap while providing a competitive edge to anyone who is interested in utilizing this digital space as a
valuable potential revenue source.

PART 3: The Solution

Because of the various channels of information available today, the public needs a one-stop-shop for
learning about, working with, and using NFTs. Now that cryptocurrency has firmly established itself in
the world as a legitimate and lucrative resource, providing individuals with the tools they need to
succeed in markets that revolve around digital exchanges is more important now than ever. 123NFT
strives to cut through the noise to provide digestible content for the everyday user for free, aimed
towards aspiring creators who wish to capitalize on their skills in new markets as well as interested
collectors who wish to explore the untapped potential of NFTs. Since information on this topic is
information dense and uses niche language that a consumer unfamiliar with cryptocurrency would not
normally comprehend, providing a step-by-step guide that allows users to understand the language of
NFT market groups while gaining experience through hands-on practice is an invaluable solution to
this problem. Lastly, being able to educate an audience about the risks involved in trading and the
potential that NFTs have in the world will help to reduce the skepticism surrounding token exchanges
and further prepare individuals who are hesitant about the world of NFTs, allowing for users to make
more educated decisions when it comes to investing in an NFT or creating their own work.
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PART 4: Exploratory Research

Non-fungible tokens– abbreviated as NFTs – are units of data stored on a digital accounting book
known as a blockchain (What are NFTs). Ethereum is o�en considered the most versatile blockchain
due to its history involving the first NFT ever created, establishing the Ethereum ERC-721 token
standard and the more recent ERC-1155 token standard for NFTs to follow. These standards ensure
one-of-a-kind product identification codes are present and help to solidify exchange rates when
converting these tokens into cryptocurrency –such as bitCoin– or fiat currency –such as USD. Once
created, people can place bids to “own” the designated NFT, and -- once sold -- the original creator can
even enjoy licensing privileges, allowing for passive income a�er the initial sale has been confirmed
(NFTs Are Shaking Up the Art World). O�en used to represent items such as photos, videos, audio, and
other digital files, NFTs have since become associated with the monetization of digital creation,
especially since NFTs provide 2 key aspects: authentication and secondary sales.

2020 brought about a surge of discussion and activity surrounding NFTs, with the NFT market value
nearly tripling in size and exceeding $2 billion during the first quarter of 2021 (Frank, 2021). One of the
key contributing factors of this success included a number of high-profile sales made early in the year,
attracting a “...broader audience to the space compared to a previously cryptocurrency-enthusiast
dominated audience” (Dean, 2021).  The speculative market for NFTs thus led more collectors to trade
at greater volumes and rates, creating an economic bubble of high-demand and high-returns.
However, by mid-April of 2021, demand appeared to have substantially subsided, causing prices to fall
significantly but stabilizing the market in the process as more and more people began to experiment
with creating, buying, selling, and trading NFTs (Shaw; Small, 2021). As of June 3rd, 2021, roughly two
percent of U.S. adults have bought or sold NFTs, amounting to roughly 4.1 million people participating
in this new token-based exchange (“NFTs: Awareness”).
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Current products and resources for NFT educational content include:

● Mintable Help
○ Offers a free market experience using “gasless” minting processes, but carries no

hands-on tutorials or videos explaining the process
● Ethereum.com

○ Covers a brief overview of NFTʼs and how they came to be, however remains primarily
theoretical and focuses solely on Ethereum-based transactions

● Decrypt
○ Provides form-style expert opinion and user-driven advice to publicly proposed

questions, however most answers are very case-specific and information is poorly
displayed or poorly documented

● Linked-in Learning
○ Currates easy to follow playlist options and trusted information, but only exhibits a

single video playlist covered by a subscription paywall
● Coinbase

○ Presents a dedicated educational section with various article-based information, video
tips, and tutorials, but covers topics on cryptocurrency exchanges more so than NFTs

Compared to the current offerings, 123NFT must assure its users that their information is up-to-date,
credible, and valuable to gaining a deeper understanding of the day-to-day aspects of NFT market
participation. Being able to motivate people to use the website is also key to encouraging continued
learning. As such, providing a certificate of completion helps to give these students evidence of their
educational efforts while still rewarding the progress they have made thus far. Catering to various
different types of learning styles and providing content in an engaging and digestible way remain
imperative to promote an ease of understanding. Using animation, images, quotes, hands-on practice,
and quizzing will then allow users to tailor their learning experience to fit their own needs while still
allowing the platform to perform its primary function: educate people on how to buy, sell, create, and
trade NFTs effectively and enjoyably.
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Market Research

123NFTʼs product advantage is to provide mostly young adults of the college-aged demographic to
learn more about how NFTs change the future of the crypto-world currency. Although Mintable and
LinkedIn Learning offer videos explaining NFTs and the processes of “minting” -- aka branding an item
with original code  --, it does not address the userʼs need for practicing what they learn while engaging
with the content. Both sites also fail to address the issues of NFTs scams and how to prevent them and
mitigate potential damage.

In terms of active interest in the field of NFTs, there is still high potential for increased involvement in
the coming years. According to nonfungible.com, most days in “April and May of 2021 had a range of
1,000 to 3,000 unique wallets' ' purchasing NFTs (Cloudwards). On LinkedIn, there were nearly 6,040
learners interested in the NFT Introductory course they offered. This goes to show that there is still a
demand for NFTs not limited to the spike of interest exhibited during quarantine, and that demand is
on the rise as more people find out about and become familiar with the concept. 123NFT is a
necessary aid, not a replacement, to the other competitors on the market. 123NFT's goal is to help
users understand, recognize, and manipulate the different artforms that can be minted as NFTs,
further appealing to secondary-education students and novice collectors by having specific modules
geared to them. This is instrumental in retaining and gaining NFT practitioners, increasing the
longevity of NFTs and their impact on both the digital and physical world. Additionally, having
modules for those interested in casual buying and trading will also get the everyday person interested
in the process of learning about this evolving market, removing the previous experts and
early-adopters from gatekeeping this budding industry.
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Consumer Research

Based on surveys conducted by Security.org, CivicScience.com, and Ethereum.org, current NFT
findings have surrounded the following demographics:

● Gender:
○ Men are most likely to define NFTs correctly
○ 12% more likely than gen. pop, and 46% more likely than  women
○ Even so, both genders are equally likely to have bought or sold NFTs

● Age:
○ Current users are typically aged 30-44 Millennials
○ However, people ages 18 to 29 were most likely to claim familiarity

■ Were 13% less likely to know the proper definition
○ Adults ages 18 to 44 are twice as likely as the general population to have

bought and sold NFTs
● Income:

○ Annual household incomes between $125,000 and $149,999 are three times as
likely as the general population to have purchased or sold NFTs in the past

● Education:
○ College education

■ Associate, Bachelors, and Master
● Motivators:

○ Most interest in NFTs were driven by the youngest age demographics
■ aged 18 to 44 were twice as likely to have bought an NFT compared to

the general population
■ Of those, 14% of those aged 18 to 24 had purchased an NFT compared

to just 3% for the 35 to 54 age group
○ Civic Science found that 41% of people buy NFTs with the expectation that

they could make a profit, but another 41% have no such expectation
■ Potential profit alone is thus not a significant enough factor

○ “Those who are in the know are more likely than the general population to
prioritize spending on eating out, entertainment and tech over other areas,
such as groceries. They are also more than twice as likely as the general public
to have investment money in art, wine, jewelry or classic vehicles”

● Attitude:
○ Americans have a more positive attitude towards NFTs, with 32% believing

NFTs are revolutionary
■ However, 36% of respondents stated that the main reason they were

not participating were because of a lack of interest in NFTs, followed by
22% stating that they do not understand

○ There is a desire for alternatives to the established banking marketplace
■ Approximately one-fi�h of the general population is at least somewhat

interested , with the trend stronger among younger demographics
■ implies that demand for nontraditional financial structures will only

increase as these populations gain more purchasing power
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Competitor Research

Mintable
NFT University

Also known as “Sellers University,” NFT University is a platform on the Mintable website and
app where users can start a beginnerʼs course learning how to make NFTs from start to finish. Amongst
the course offerings are “Intermediate Crash Course” and an advanced level “Everything about NFTs,”
which claims to be “...a PhD on NFTs”. Although these courses have been provided, they are not
clickable, indicating that they are not updated as of January 14, 2022.  As a key competitor in a sea of
informative web offers and countless media coverage, Mintable has successfully reshaped the industry
by creating a free version of the minting process known as “gasless” transactions. There are no current
reports of user interactions as the course is set as a leisurely-paced structure where the videos are
consistently present for users to access. It does ask users to sign up for the course, but they don't
require payment, and it seems to automatically begin to cover the entry-level information on their
website. Similar in format to Linkedin, there is a prominent video player with a bit of description to the
right of it. It also showcases the next few videos below the active screen, with users having the ability
to leave “Discussions,” Mintableʼs version of a comments section, however failing to include ways to
practice between videos in the course. Below are some screenshots.

Video Landing Page
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Discussion Portion

Mintable does not have an age limit on those who can access the coursework. Due to the fact
that they allow for gasless minting -- and by extension, opening up NFTs to the everyday person by
removing the financial burden of entering different markets -- Mintable has gained popularity and
recognition as a pioneer in the world of NFTs. This in turn has increased the amount of NFTs minted on
their platform and could potentially increase the growth of future users accessing the current course
work.

LinkedIn Learning
Introduction to NFTs: Non-fungible Tokens

LinkedIn Learning is the go-to platform to learn skills ranging from professional development
to personal hobbies. Utilized by individuals of all ages and backgrounds, this platform is well known
for its informative video offerings and additional learning tools, including end-of-lesson quizzes and
follow-along activities. The current offer is free for students and faculty of select schools, and
otherwise requires a subscription to their service for $29.99 a month. However, seeing as to how new
and complex NFTs are, there are not many courses or learning paths on LinkedInʼs platform that cater
to NFTs. Only one course currently exists, “Introduction to NFTs: Non-fungible Tokens,” which is a
culmination of eleven videos (for a grand total of forty-seven minutes long) - with nine videos of actual
content. The breakdown of modules is based on the following: Introducing NFTs, Teaching the Basics,
and Talking about the Future. As of January 14, 2022, “The future of blockchain innovation”, “Taking
the next steps with blockchain”, “What is a crypto protocol?” all appear when searching for n�s. No
new courses have surfaced since May of 2021, further suggesting the need for the updated information
123NFT provides. Like Mintable, this platform is based on the users interest and ability to stay
consistent on their own learning journey, relying primarily on videos to engage their audience. With
6,040 current learners, there seems to be a continued interest in NFTs, further justifying the need for
123NFT.
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Coinbase
Crypto Basics, Tips and Tutorials, and Market Updates

Coinbase, a crypto trading platform, has been around since June 20th of 2012 (Wikipedia). The
platform started off as a service that would allow the sale and purchase of bitcoins through bank
transfers. Eventually the company grew to allow their consumers to buy, sell, and store many crypto
assets with the addition of ethereum and other crypto currencies (CBINSIGHTS). Coinbase already
offers learning opportunities to its consumers through its app. A�er finishing a lesson, consumers are
awarded a small share in a crypto coin they just learned about to help them get started.

Learn Section of Coinbase Website

Learn Section Offerings (1 of 2)

Learn Section Offerings (2 of 2)
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Coinbase also provides some article based learning opportunities on their website as well
(check the above screenshot). With the surge of NFTs, coinbase announced at the end of 2021 that they
will be launching a NFT space for its customers to use. Though they mention NFT related materials
formatted through articles, they do not necessarily have a specific course or a lot of content for users
to explore to gain better understanding of that community. As of January 14 of 2022, Coinbase
currently has an article titled: “What is a non-fungible token (NFT)?”  in the crypto basics section of
their Learn tab (Coinbase). The only other instance of NFT related information mentioned on the
Coinbase website, is in its market updates section. This section follows the changes in the crypto world
and thus highlights some information related to the NFT industry. Check below for screenshots.

Market Updates Section View

Market Update Archive, NFT Related Info
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PART 5: The Pitch

Welcome to 123NFT: A Simplified Guide for Creators and Collectors.

With a focus on making Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and crypto-art information more accessible to the
average user, 123NFT is an open source, module-based educational guide built to help aspiring
individuals familiarize themselves with the ins and outs of NFT development.

Created by Shaolynn Betts and Naa Dedei Martins, 123NFT aims to make NFTs easier to understand
and less daunting to use. With a focus on college-aged individuals ranging from ages 18 to 34, 123NFT
combines education and entertainment together using a variety of interactive media sources. As such,
123NFT appeals to the curiosity of students who could benefit from participating in the digital market
space and gain a new skill for their upcoming careers.

By emphasizing content creation, creative independence, and investment potential, this site dedicates
itself to providing the building-blocks for all things NFT, starting from what NFTs are and the process
involved in creating, buying, selling, and trading them. The goal is simple: build confidence in
creation, provide tools for understanding, and bridge the gap to learning. Using a variety of learning
methods ranging from interactive walk-throughs to multiple choice questions, 123NFT serves as a
one-stop-shop for aspiring collectors and creators interested in the world of token-based exchange, all
at no extra cost.

While NFTs are still fairly new, this timely resource provides some much needed know-how in a
fast-moving industry. Although there are various websites containing information about NFTs, the use
of dense and reference-heavy explanations has created confusion and a sense of apprehension when it
comes to learning and becoming involved in the world of NFTs. 123NFT seeks to correct this problem,
allowing users to not only understand what NFTs are, but to build their confidence and bolster their
skills via theoretical and practical application. In doing so, this student-led initiative opens the door to
a more inclusive digital arena, allowing for NFT novices to remain competitive in the digital world.

Start your journey today in as little as 1, 2, 3 with 123NFT: A simplified guide for creators and
collectors.
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Tech Analysis

The main technology driving 123NFT is the use of an open-source website designed using WordPress.
By using WordPress, the hand off of the product and the overall management of users becomes an
easier process to engage in. 123NFT is an educational based site housing a lot of information and does
not require a customized interface for users. Having a static website allows for the presentation of
information through images, videos, interactive practices, and more to curate the learning journey to
the individual at hand. By using a website, updating content would be far easier than that of a web app
or an iOS app (MacMpherson). Using a website also limits the possibility of breaks in how the content
is presented. Furthermore, in the interest of accessibility of information, having a separate hosting for
the 123NFT site will allow anyone with a device to access this information, further reducing the
barriers to entry previously established in the early stages of the crypto surge.

Features

● Recommendations for beginners:
○ Short summary lists that describe best practices for users

● Outsourced information links:
○ Show users where the information is coming from and further solidifies credibility
○ Encourages users to learn more on their own, making them well rounded individuals.

● Learning Modules with transcript options:
○ Create Module

■ Allows creators to learn how to create artforms for the digital market - the
process, embedding meta tags, etc. - with the intention of selling these works

○ Sell Module
■ Allows for creators to learn how to sell their pieces -creating accounts, learning

about auctions, setting their minimum price, etc.
■ Points individuals to learn about cryptocurrency if they are lacking prior

experience
○ Buy Module

■ Allows for collectors to learn about the process of acquiring NFTs
■ Points individuals to learn about the worth and creating accounts for crypto

wallets
○ Trade Module

■ Allows collectors to learn the guidelines about owning collections and rules
and tips about relinquishing ownership to NFTs

■ Points individuals to learn more about scams related to the industry and how
to stay vigilant
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● Real-World Examples:
○ Showcasing case studies of the different types of NFTs.

■ Allows for consumers to see past examples of the various forms that have been
successful

■ Trendsetters: allowing users to check out some artists that are making waves
in NFTs

● Interactive walkthroughs and practice of the NFT Process:
○ Using gasless minting to practice the processes so that actual money is not lost by the

student
○ Module quizzing/ matching for terms or important concepts and step-by-step

interactive walkthroughs
● Review guides:

○ Quick summary refreshers at the end of each module
■ Helps users who have already been through a module for quick references if

they forget the information at a later point
■ Digestible 3 point summaries (main takeaways)

● Safety precautions:
○ Providing users with information about potential NFT scams they should be wary of as

well as tips to double check whether an NFT site/sale is valid
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Product Comparison

Due to the recent popularity of NFTs, there has been a surge of articles and blogs  (ranging from Forbes
to Creativebloq)  providing generic tips and base-information about NFTs. This intense amount of
coverage has flooded the internet and has led to an overwhelming amount of information dispersed
across various different mediums, o�en repeating the same content without further involvement
pertaining to the importance of NFTs. Depending on the article or blog sites a user lands on, they may
be able to access definitions and terminology, rankings of the most popular markets being used, the
minting process, or even see recent NFTs and their associated sales. However, these articles and sites
do not provide opportunities to practice the minting process itself, nor do they provide adequate
visual examples or steps that are easily digestible for the average consumer.

Amongst all the NFT minting sites, Mintable would have to be the primary competitor that presents
the greatest threat, particularly with a platform that allows for direct minting of NFTs and with course
offerings conducted by company-wide experts. Mintable offers a structure that allows for individuals to
learn how to mint NFTs without worrying about the minting fees, yet gives the option to those who
would like to pay the minting fee to access their own marketplace. However, despite this success
Mintable does not provide forms of practice that 123NFT could offer, and it fails to deliver information
from an objective third-party view. Rather, Mintable focuses solely on teaching video content,
disregarding accessibility of content for users who are not in their primary demographic. In the case of
123NFT, transcripts of each video and closed caption options would be available, as well as quick
summaries that users can use to refresh their mind on another day or to quickly scan through should
they be short on time. 123NFT also provides examples as well, showcasing NFT trendsetters and key
pieces to watch for -- something  which Mintable does not provide in their NFT University modules.
Finally, because NFTs deal with sensitive financial information, 123NFT believes in teaching users
about the potential risks of  bad crypto trading as well so users are aware of ways they could be
scammed and how they can be more vigilant to avoid those scams, something current competitors --
including Mintable -- do not provide.

User Personas

To increase the longevity of relevance, 123NFT will target 18 - 34 year olds who are invested in further
education and who are preparing to enter into the workforce to establish the beginning of their career
journey. With limited familiarity in the subject and with steadily increasing purchasing power, these
individuals are primed for investing in new marketplaces and are adaptable to this new form of
exchange compared to their older and more established age group counterparts. College-educated
individuals with interests in digital exchange -- from social media posts, to e-sports, to concert and
restaurant attendance or collectible item bids -- will find the interface familiar and remain enticed by
the potential and creativity at their disposal. Lastly, the multimedia offerings, self-paced learning, and
free access to content will entice users to continue using this resource as they gain confidence in their
ability to conduct themselves in the world of NFTs and crypto-exchange, giving them a competitive
advantage when it comes to making trading decisions, placing a bid, or creating NFTs.
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PART 6: Justification

While the NFT boom has substantially subsided since the early months of 2021, the potential that NFTs
offer to digital creators and social media-based employment options has generated conversation
among younger demographics of those aged 18-34, especially among those with or in the process of
pursuing a college degree. As novice investors, career-starters, and rising financial players, these
individuals need to be enticed by a worthy investment of their time– not only for profit, but for
pleasure as well. As such, 123NFT bridges this gap by combining education and entertainment that
provides value to its users with free hands-on experience and a multifaceted approach to learning. By
providing a website that not only eases the burden of information search, but that also presents the
nuances of NFTs in a simplified, interactive, and approachable format, future generations will be better
equipped to remain competitive in the digital marketplace.
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